We report our studies on exponentially-tempered Lévy sums that explain coherent random lasers based on nonresonant feedback. We investigate the hierarchy in the sums and identify the contribution of the extremes over a wide range of excitation energies and disorder strengths. Subsequently, we carry out experiments in which the physical manifestation of these extremes is revealed. At the appropriate gain and disorder, the extremes manifest as the sharp ultranarrow modes in the spectrum. At stronger excitation and disorder, the peaks disappear due to the reduced rarity of the extremes, compounded by the decreased magnitude effected by the tempering.
Random lasers are unique optical sources [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] in which optical amplification and structural disorder function synergistically to yield laser-like emission, including first-order temporally coherent emission under select conditions [6, 7] . The inherent disorder in the system realizes fluctuations of all systemic parameters [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , among which the intensity fluctuations have generated a significant interest in current times. It is now well-known that the random laser intensity fluctuates following a Lévy distribution under certain conditions of gain and disorder [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The diverging moments in a Lévy distribution present a paradoxical situation, wherein, in principle, an infinite intensity can be outcoupled into a mode. As an alternative, the truncated Lévy distribution eliminates arbitrarily values of the variables and, thus, forces a realistic finiteness on the moments [19] . Indeed, most physical phenomena that follow Lévy statistics have been shown to experience a physical truncation manifested by the physical limitations in any system [20] . We have recently shown that the random laser intensity is exactly explained in terms of an exponentially-tempered Lévy sum [21] , as long as the disorder remains in the nonresonant feedback conditions. In short, the model prescribes that the various photon paths realize power-law distributed variables with an exponent μ, whose distribution is exponentially truncated (quantified by a truncation parameter β) due to the finite gain in the system. Thus, Px ∼ x −1μ exp −βx μ βx. Subsequently, the intensity measured by the apparatus is a sum of these variables (S N P N 1 x i ), where N is the number of participating photon paths. By fitting the distribution of the sums PS N with the α-stable law [13, 14] , we showed that the model excellently reproduces the experimentally observed statistical behavior of the random laser over a wide range of disorder and gain. It also explains the Gaussian-Lévy transition and the return crossover to Gaussian, as has been experimentally reported. In this Letter, we report our studies on the characteristics of the exponentially-tempered Lévy sums. The analysis of hierarchical structure in the Lévy sums reveals the source of large fluctuations emanating from the extreme events in the sum. Experimental investigations further show that the extreme events correspond to the ultranarrow modes that realize the first-order coherence in random laser emission. Under stronger pumping and randomness, the peaks become inconspicuous due to the suppression of extremes by the truncation.
The generalized central limit theorem [22] [23] [24] is defeated when a truncation is introduced in the Lévy distribution, which causes a Gaussian convergence for a sufficient number of Lévy variables, a situation that resolves the infinity paradox [19] . In the random laser, the intensity realized by an individual path excited by a single spontaneous emission event is a Lévy variable X i . Numerous such Lévy variables are generated within a single pulse, which are summed by the detection process S N P N i1 X i . The finite gain manifests the truncation (I tr ) onto the distribution of Lévy variables. A Gaussian crossover occurs when the number of Lévy variables N AI tr μ , where A is a constant of order unity [19] . When μ is small, the fluctuations in a Lévy process are stronger. Indeed, μ < 1 indicates diverging mean and variance, while 1<μ < 2 indicates the divergence of only the variance. Given that the coherent random laser based on nonresonant feedback is explained by exponentially-tempered Lévy sums, it is instructive to study the properties of such sums and their consequences on the random lasing dynamics. Among the several properties of Lévy sums, one that is most significant is the hierarchical structure of the Lévy sum [22] . When the summands of the Lévy sum are arranged in a descending order of their magnitude, the hierarchical structure examines how much larger the nth term is in comparison to the n 1 th term. It is known that the largest term X 1 , or the extreme, scales with N (when N → ∞) as X b N 1∕μ , where X b is a constant determining the scale of the phenomenon. Simultaneously, when μ < 1, the sum S N itself scales as X b N 1∕μ . This implies that, for μ < 1, the largest term is of the order of the sum itself. In other words, a significant fraction of the energy represented by the sum is taken away by the largest term. However, a truncation in the distribution changes the scenario completely. The exceedingly large terms are eliminated, and thereby the difference between the first and second largest terms is lowered. Consequently, the hierarchy is suppressed by the truncation.
Random lasers offer the perfect testbed for the physical manifestation of these processes. With the in-detailed analyses available on the intensity of random lasers, we can correlate the computed properties of the exponentially tempered Lévy sums with the physical behavior in the dynamics. Figure 1 depicts the behavior of the μ, the truncation value 1∕β, and the number of summands N m as a function of pump energy E p for systems with two different disorder strengths, identified by the transport mean free path l . These parameters were extracted from a best fit of the exponentially tempered power law for the intensities computed from a photon transport Monte Carlo simulation [21] . For all E p , μ < 2 suggests that the sums will be Lévy distributed. In the weak scattering system, at E p 0.7, the μ drops below 1, where the extreme summand is expected to be of the order of the sum itself. At E p 2.3 μJ, the μ 0.4, indicating the possibility of an even stronger hierarchy.
Once the parameters are identified, several exponentially tempered Lévy sums S N 's are generated, using the technique described in Ref. [21] . Figure 2 describes the behavior of a sum S N and the constituent summands in S N . Figure 2 (a) shows 2000 S N 's, all normalized to the median value, for the pump energy E p 0.7 μJ and l 1500 μm. The overall statistical regime of this combination is strongly Lévy, with tail parameter α 0.9, as reported in Ref. [21] . The red, blue, and black arrows indicate three representative S N 's whose hierarchical constitution is displayed in the inset in corresponding colors.
The red line shows a huge jump in the plot, with the entire magnitude of S N almost derived from a single summand, which is the extreme value in the summand. Similar behavior is observed in the black line. The two corresponding S N 's show a large or a diverging magnitude in the series. The blue line does not show any extraordinary large jumps, with the corresponding S N not exhibiting a large deviation in the series (blue arrow). All three S N 's involved the same number of summands (4417) as determined from the analysis in Fig. 1 . Clearly, the extreme values in the red and black sums are responsible for the diverging magnitudes in the series. It is also noteworthy that only one high-magnitude summand is present in each sum, and the probability of multiple high-magnitude summands is almost nil. Thus, the presence of such an extreme summand shoots up the value of S N , and the absence keeps the magnitude of the S N very small. This situation differs at high energies, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The figure describes the behavior for E p 2.3 μJ and l 1500 μm, for which the random laser is observed to be in the near-Gaussian domain with α 1.86.
The series of S N shows reduced fluctuations, with occasional Letter large-value peaks. The analysis in Fig. 1 shows that the number of summands here are 19,905, with the truncation value 2.8e9, and the μ 0.4. Given that μ < 1, the Lévy process can generate large extremes. However, the imposed truncation and the large number of summands significantly compromise the hierarchy. As seen in the cumulative sums (inset), the large sudden jumps are now replaced by a staircase formed by multiple moderate-valued variables. In this case, the large number of summands raises the value of S N well above the individual terms, reducing the impact of the extremes. The total number and magnitude of the large-value variables determine the magnitude of the S N . In this case, there is a possibility of multiple high-value summands, unlike in Fig. 2(a) . This raises the median value and also reduces the fluctuations as compared to Fig. 2(a) .
To observe the physical manifestation of these intriguing statistical behaviors, we carried out experiments on a Rhodamine-based random laser. Figure 3 shows the experimental setup, wherein the second harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser (λ 532 nm) was used to excite the sample stored in a quartz cuvette. Mirrors M1 and M2 aided the alignment of the beam. The lens L1 determined the focal spot size. Lens L2 focused the emission into a Czerny-Turner monochromator (focal length 50 cm) with an attached intensified CCD. A combination of neutral density filters F attenuated the laser beam in order to obtain the required excitation energy, which was measured by the detector D. The random laser comprised of a suspension of ZnO particles (10-20 nm diameter, refractive index 2.0) in a Rhodamine 6G-Methanol solution (2.5 mM, refractive index 1.33). The nanoparticle concentration determined the transport mean free path, which was measured in separate coherent backscattering experiments. Figure 4 describes the experimentally observed behavior. Figure 4(a) shows the series of intensity values at a particular wavelength λ 557 nm obtained from a set of 2000 spectra at E p 0.7 μJ and l 1500 μm. In excellent agreement with the computed behavior, we notice large fluctuations from the median value. The three colored arrows mark the intensities that correspond to the spectra displayed in the same colors.
Clearly, the intense peaks in the series correspond to the ultranarrow modes that manifest in the spectra. The blue arrow marks a low intensity peak because the spectrum does not have an ultranarrow mode at the chosen wavelength. The correspondence in the Figs. 2(a) and 4(a) gives evidence of the manifestation of extreme events in random lasers as ultranarrow modes in the emission spectrum. This correspondence was confirmed over the entire set of spectra; whenever an intense peak occurred in the series, it originated from an ultranarrow mode in the spectrum. Similarly, whenever an intense peak occurred in the computed series, it manifested from the extreme value in the Lévy sum. The distinct and conspicuous nature of the ultranarrow peak in the spectrum originates from the rarity of the extremes. Intuitively, gain competition between various wavelengths precludes the possibility of several ultranarrow modes within one spectrum, thus making a generated mode more distinct and conspicuous.
The analysis at a higher pump energy E p 2.3 μJ is shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) , which, again as predicted by the computations, shows a moderation of fluctuations in the series of intensity values. The three arrows mark intensity values which show peaks in the spectra. In this case, however, the peaks are inconspicuous, particularly because of multiple high-intensity peaks in a given spectrum, which compromises the distinctness of each of them. Comparing with Fig. 2(b) , this is seen to clearly originate from the multiple extremes in each S N , which allowed for a peak to manifest at any wavelength. The large number of summands in the sum removes the rarity of the high-valued extremes. This manifests as a multi-peaked behavior in the spectrum. Finally, the behavior at a stronger disorder (l 350 μm) is discussed in Fig. 5 . Only the higher pump energy E p 2.3 μJ is shown, as the lower pump energy extracted no notable observations. At these conditions, Fig. 1 shows μ 0.6, 1∕β 2.6 e9, and the number of modes to be 73116. This situation is interesting in that the large truncation values allow for large extremes, but the very large number of modes suppress their significance, similar to the case in Fig. 2(b) . The hierarchy shows large jumps in the cumulative sum, which is accompanied by a staircase of very gradual increments. The series shows reduced fluctuations, and moreover, the number of peaks with I λ ∕medianI λ ∼ 3 is much larger compared with Fig. 2(b) . The consequence in the experiments, as seen in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) is that the intense peak is almost equiprobable at any wavelength, thus reducing the visibility of the peaks. The spectrum almost looks continuous with no, or very little, semblance of sharp peaks. The large number of modes and the truncation thus washes out the distinct peaks of the spectrum. This last case also bears a similarity to the random lasers under nanosecond pumping, wherein continuous pumping may allow for generation of a large number of modes, thus realizing the well-known smooth, narrowed spectrum.
In summary, we have analyzed the qualitative properties of the truncated Lévy sums that model the random laser under nonresonant feedback. Summands were studied under various conditions of gain and disorder. The hierarchy in the summands constituting a sum reveals interesting behavior, emphasizing the participation of extreme events. Experimental observations under the same conditions illustrate the manifestation of extremes in various forms. Under conditions in which the extremes are rare, the spectra show distinct, ultranarrow modes. As the rarity of the extremes is reduced due to the increase in the number of modes and imposed truncation, the distinctness of narrow peaks is reduced. Eventually, the spectrum appears smooth, with no semblance of peaks. Evidently, the truncation realizes important physical manifestations in the spectrum, and it would be of interest to identify an experimental parameter corresponding to the truncation. However, the truncation relates to the individual Lévy variables (i.e., intensity gathered by the spontaneous emission photons) and is not trivially measurable. These studies shed a new light on the spectral behavior of random lasers. 
